We have used the integrated SQUID gradiometer in an unshielded environment to make eddy current nondestructive testing measurement on a multi-layer aluminum structure. The sensor consists of a niobium dc superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID) and a first-order gradiometer pick up coil on the same substrate. As a demonstration of their capabilities, subsurface defects in a multilayer aluminum structure have been located and mapped using eddy current with no magnetic shielding around the specimen or cryostat.
INTRODUCTION
Conventional nondestructive testing is a well established technique that is used routinely to locate and characterize flaws in a various structures, such as aerospace, marine, nuclear and high-pressure vessels. One of the outstanding application in nondestructive testing is the reliable detection of deep sub-surface flaws that may be caused by corrosion and fatigue in multi-layer structure. This is a particular problem in nondestructive testing of aircraft where a method is being to detect flaws that occur in layers of aluminum around rivets without the removal of paint or disassembly of the part [1] .
SQUIDs combined with a gradiometer are capable of detecting very nearby signals in the presence of much larger background noise from more distant sources. Although, many reseachers have used SQUID gradiometers to the nondestructive testing of aircraft and other structural systems and materials, most of them were done in the magnetic shield room to reject the background noise [2] [3] .
In this report, we have made an eddy current nondestructive testing of a multi-layer aluminum structure using the integrated SQUID gradiometer in an unshielded environment.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
The nondestructive testing system consists of the integrated SQUID gradiometer in a fiberglass dewar and magnetically quiet x-y scanning system. The dc SQUID is made by standard Nb/Al-A1203/Nb trilayer process [4] , and has a double washer structure which avoid spatially uniform fields and interference. The intrinsic noise power spectral density of the bare SQUID is 4 goo Hz-'12 above 5 Hz [5] . The integrated planar gradiometer is an asymmetrical one fabricated with an all-niobium process on the same Si substrate of the SQUID [5] [6] . The precision with which this can be done means that very high intrinsic balance and excellent device to device repeatability are possible.
Although an integrated gradiometer has many advantages there is a still problem. It is that the SQUID acts as a magnetic anomaly for the nearby gradiometer. An asymmetric design is adopted to reduce the magnetic anomaly effects of th e SQUID. Fig. 1 (a) the geometry of the scanning system sample. An eddy current at 70Hz was applied to the coil. The conductivity of aluminum at this frequency is 18.1 MSm-l, giving a skin depth of 14.1 mm.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The system has been used to scan multi-layer aluminum output signal is shown in Fig. 4(a became maximum. These corresponds centers of a black circle and a white circle patterns in Fig.4(a) . At the black pattern and the white pattern, directions of magnetic field are opposite. A length between the centers of black and white patterns corresponds a length of the flaw.
There are frequent bursts of rf detected by the SQUID as equipments in the building are switched on and off. The bursts of rf are showed as black dots in Fig. 4(a) .
Occasionally this impulse noise was severe to unlock the SQUID. The 2D scanning image with single layer sample is also shown in Fig. 4(b) . In this case, a 277 mA rma Their performance has been found more than adequate to locate flaws in a multi-layer aluminum sample which simulate the defects in aircraft.
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